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By Danielle Steel

Dell, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER - In Danielle Steel s thrilling novel, a woman s legacy--shaped by tragedy, fortitude,
and undying devotion--transforms lives and hearts long after she is gone, and fulfills at last her
most precious bequest. Faded photographs of a glamorous couple in postwar Europe. Old letters
hinting of tragic loss. And a breathtaking array of magnificent jewelry, spectacular stones in
exquisite settings. These are the contents of a safe-deposit box long abandoned in a New York City
bank. If no heir can be identified, the jewelry will be auctioned. But who was the woman who left
such a fortune and no will? Two people, drawn together by chance, begin to unravel the mystery.
Jane Willoughby is a law clerk at the surrogate s court and Phillip Lawton a fine arts expert for
Christie s auction house. They are simply doing their jobs when they come to the bank to inspect the
contents of the box. But for both Jane and Phillip the search turns personal--and their efforts to
reconstruct an enigmatic life will lead from New York to London and Paris, to Rome and Naples, and
a...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guideline! Its this kind of very good study. It really is full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this book from my i and dad encouraged this
publication to understand.
-- Mr . Jer r y Littel-- Mr . Jer r y Littel

This type of book is everything and helped me seeking forward and a lot more. We have go through and so i am confident that i will planning to read again
again later on. You will like just how the blogger create this ebook.
-- Lilla  Stehr-- Lilla  Stehr
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